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White
Good evening.  Tonight, the veterans who’ve turned themselves into thespians.  And several good reasons why not to go shopping.

But first, more news on the central heating front, most of it from you.  Our item last week about measures to make controls on heating systems easier to see was good news for some but not for those with little sight or none at all.  Many of you were irritated that the British Gas developments we described didn’t include controls that spoke to you.  But some of you contacted us to say that there were solutions out there, not least the inevitable smartphone app.  And before those of you who struggle with smartphones become even more enraged, never fear there’s good news for you to come.

But first, Tom Walker heard how Ken and Tracy McClimant [phon.] have solved their problems of setting their thermostat.

Thermostat
At 1800 my heating 19.4 degrees Celsius, select mode, slumber, comfy, cosy.  Alert searching, cosy, showing item one of one…

Ken
Ah there you are.

Tracy
That’s come on now.

Ken
The heating will be on, so the boiler’s…

Walker
Using the voiceover functionality on their smartphones Ken and Tracy McClimant now have much more control over their central heating than they used to have when it was controlled by a traditional thermostat.  Standing in their hall next to the thermostat’s dial Ken told me how they used to set the temperature.

Ken
Guesswork.  If it was too warm we turned it left, if it was too cold we turned it right.  That was it, it was inaccessible.  It clicked at one point and that usually meant that the boiler had kicked in in the kitchen next door.

Walker
So it was purely guesswork?

Ken
Absolutely pure guesswork.  We’d no idea what the temperature was, all we knew whether the radiators were getting hot or they weren’t.

Walker
Did you know what temperature it was on at all, I mean was there any way of knowing what temperature you’d set it to?

Ken
Ask another person who’s got sight, that was the only way we could do it.

Walker
It was very much an inexact science.  Tracy had, however, developed a rule of thumb, which afforded them a degree of control.

Tracy
Well I eventually worked it out that 18-20 degrees was at the three o’clock mark, on a normal clock it would be at three o’clock, and I realised if I turned it down to 10, 15 it was actually at the one o’clock position.

Ken
Yeah because it’s a bit warm now, let’s change it.

Thermostat
Activity, 800…

Walker
So as with many other areas of our lives a smartphone app came in.  Ken says, when they moved energy supplier some 12 months ago, they were offered a new price tariff called Cosy Heating Control which they’d be able to use by downloading the Cosy app.

Ken
When we asked them what this was they said well as you know we’re an online company and this allows you to control your heating via your smartphone or similar device.  So we thought oh, how much is it.  Well it’s free, if you’re on this particular tariff.  And a few days later the installer called and said he’d be popping along, made an appointment and came and connected it all up and set it up for us and explained how it worked, it was actually the first one he’d done in this area as well.  And over the last 12 months it’s slowly improved and the app’s been updated.

Walker
And by using their smartphone’s voiceover functionality Ken and Tracy can do virtually everything they need to, such as switching the heating on and off.  However, there is one glitch – they can’t set the temperature.

Thermostat
Temperatures…

Tracy
No it’s not working on mine either to change temperature.

Ken
Now that’s a barrier, it’s the only barrier this app’s got.

There are three different areas, which are called Slumber, Comfy and Cosy and for each one of those you are supposed to be able to set a temperature, a different temperature, which is the temperature that you want that particular bit of the programme to run at.  Now the app will display a nice dial, as in the old heating dial, and the instructions will read to me that I should tap the dial to bring the temperature up or down.  Now unfortunately it doesn’t work on the voiceover, so I have to turn the voiceover off then tap it to either the left or the right, then put voiceover back on and see if it’s changed and if that’s a suitable temperature.

Tracy
We’ve emailed Green Energy Options who make the controller and the app and also First Utility, who supplied it to us.

Walker
Have you had anything back from them yet?

Tracy
Not yet, we’re still waiting.

Walker
Are you in a better position with the app than you were before though?

Tracy
Yes definitely, it’s given us more independence, we can set it independently, we don’t need to rely on anyone else anymore to set it for us.

Ken
Using voiceover it’s, I would say, about 90% accessible, which is pretty good going considering what we had maybe 10 years ago, what did we have earlier in the conversation?  We had the dial that was 90% guesswork, we had a boiler that was totally inaccessible and we needed sighted assistance.  Now most of that can be done by myself.

White
Ken and Tracy McClimant.

Green Energy promised us they will follow up to see how they can improve the Cosy system to solve Ken and Tracy’s problem.  But Joan Wade, who’s in her 90s, spoke for many of you when she emailed us to say it was no good us going on about apps and smartphones to her, she reminded us that as people’s fingers get less sensitive with age tactile markings have to be very pronounced and speech is necessary.  Good news Joan, the company Cobalt Systems, which specialises in speech based products, has just produced a talking wireless thermostat which is now available.  

Belinda Middleton came into our Norwich studio to describe it and demonstrate it.

Cobalt Systems 
One forty PM, Tuesday.

Middleton
It’s basically a grey box and it’s got six buttons on it which can control everything for you.  You can set timers on it, so that you can have your heating going on and off different times of the day, several days of the week.  You can press a button to hear what the temperature is at the moment…

Cobalt Systems
Heating on manual.  Heating off.  Frost protection five degrees C.

White
Anything else specifically that it will tell you?

Middleton 
It will tell you the temperature and the time and the day that you’re on.

Cobalt Systems
Twenty four point five degrees C.

White
So you’re in a room with twenty four and half degrees Centigrade, we know that.

Middleton
Yes, yes.

White
Okay.  How difficult is it to install?

Middleton
It’s actually quite easy to install, you have to have a qualified heating engineer to do it for you.  The product comes in two parts, so you’ve got the box that the engineer has to wire into your existing system and then it comes with a remote control box, which you just pop the batteries in and then you’re ready to go.

White
And once it’s up and running is it quite simple to use?

Middleton
Yes it is because of all of the buttons and functions are spoken to you, so it basically tells you what to do and as you do it and it’s only a combination of sort of anything between one and six buttons to change anything on the system.

White
What about water, that’s the one thing you haven’t mentioned, can you adjust your water temperature and how often that goes on and off?

Middleton
We have been working on a water product as well, so it will do heating and water, this is something that we’re about 90% forward on with the development of.  We’re basically waiting to hear feedback from customers to see what their needs are.  In the first place people wanted something just for central heating, not for the water.

White
You were working on this a couple of years ago when we first raised this issue, why has it taken so long?

Middleton
It takes a long time to invent a product that talks.  We have a couple of development engineers who work on our products for us.  It’s a long winded process but it’s worth it.

White
Is there anything else like this as far as you know?

Middleton
Not as far as I know, not fully talking, but this is a proper system set up for this and it also works on any heating system.

White
Now the apps we’ve heard of come free, this certainly isn’t free is it, how much is it going to cost somebody?

Middleton
The price for it is £134.95, it’s similar prices to other remote controlled units that are out there which don’t speak to you, so this one is just something with the added bonus that it will actually talk you through everything.

White
Belinda Middleton.  And there are more details about these various solutions on our website, for those who can get to it, there’s also our actionline for those who can’t, which you can reach by calling 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme.

Now we’ve already mentioned on the programme that this year is the centenary of the formation of St Dunstan’s, now known as Blind Veterans UK.  But at this time of remembrance we were intrigued to hear about a less well known aspect of their work than their financial and care support for services veterans and the opportunities to get people into jobs and recreations.  You probably didn’t know, I certainly didn’t, that there’s a tradition within the organisation to put on plays, radio plays.  It’s currently being revived at their headquarters in Brighton but before telling me about that Chris Kirk explained how he discovered their dramatic past.

Kirk
I came across a radio play group in our historical stuff which had happened at a place called Church Stretton in Shropshire.  During the war a lot of the members at Brighton were evacuated to Church Stretton and as there wasn’t much to do there one group of them formed a radio play society and they used to make radio plays on stage live.

White
And tell me a bit about the play you’ve chosen to do because it – in some ways it’s quite a strange play isn’t it.

Kirk
Yes that was chosen more out of necessity, we wanted something as a first play that represented blind folk but also we wanted something that was far enough out of copyright that if we ever got the chance to play it to anybody it wouldn’t cause us any problems.

White
Well two of the members of the group are John Taylor and Bernard Parker and they’re joining us from Brighton as well.  John, first of all, because you did some acting before you lost your sight didn’t you?

Taylor
I have done yes.  I started when I was 16, having been a choir member, all my buddies they said come along and join us with some singing.  I didn’t realise that the singing meant I was going to finish up in the Mikado on stage in costume and makeup.

White
So what did you think about getting the chance to do it again after you’d lost your sight?

Taylor
I didn’t think that it would ever come around but when Chris said to me how about a radio theatre society, and I thought well that sounds quite good, yeah.

White
And Bernard, what about you, have you done some acting in the past?

Parker
I have, I belonged to the Hayward Theatre Group and at Christmas time we always did a pantomime and then halfway through the year we did a Gilbert and Sullivan and they were really good fun.

White
And what about this experience Bernard, what about the play that you’ve been acting in now?

Parker
I’ve thoroughly enjoyed it, I really have, it’s opened a new lease of life to me.

White
John Taylor, can you just explain what you made of the play and the point you feel it’s making?

Taylor
The play is a family and they’re keeping what’s going on away from the grandfather, which is the part I play, who is totally blind and he is trying to work out what the problem is.

White
Can I just get you both to explain the method you use because of course the whole problem for older visually impaired people is learning lines is tricky isn’t it.

Taylor
I was able to read through the section that we were going to record and I could memorise most of the lines I needed to be prompted to get the words in the right position, which is different for Bernard and Bernard will tell you the way he did it.

Parker
Basically I had a large – a very large print paper with all the words on.  I got on quite well with that but I changed to actually somebody speaking the words into my ear and then I related them, one line at a time. And then Chris actually sorted it all out.

White
Chris Kirk, how was that for you, I mean this is quite an unusual way of putting a play together?

Kirk
Yes it was quite challenging.  I come from an editing background anyway but because of the members having different levels of blindness it meant that the recordings were all done at different speeds and in different ways, which made it very tricky.  I felt like I was going to tear my hair out at some points because I was wondering how I could pull it off and make it sound good for them.  But it all came good in the end and I was really quite pleased.

White
As John has explained he’s the grandfather in it and grandfather is blind and at one point they fall to discussing what blind people are like, it really makes your hair curl.

Clip
He is like all the blind, they reflect too much, there’s nothing else to do.  And besides they have no amusements.

That must be terrible, they are certainly to be pitied.

And always that darkness, that darkness.  I would rather not live.  It is absolutely incurable.

But he is not absolutely blind.  

He can distinguish a strong light.

Let’s take care of our poor eyes.

White
Not a very flattering picture of blindness there, that’s being described by the children of the grandfather.  What did you feel about doing that John?

Taylor
I think what you need to think of is that when the play was written that was the type of way that people actually looked at blind people.  And that is quite disturbing and thank goodness that we’ve now got Blind Veterans UK to actually deal with a lot of those problems.  Soon after I lost my sight I was introduced to Blind Veterans and really that was the turning point, although I was beginning to think what’s going to happen, I won’t be able to play golf, I won’t be able to go out on my own, but being a member you’re taught and you’re shown there is nothing that you can’t do.

I do more things as a blind veteran than I did with my normal sight.

White
Veterans John Taylor and Bernard Parker and producer Chris Kirk.

There’s more to come, they’re planning a Christmas sketch show and comedy for the New Year.

Now regular columnist Red Szell is going shopping or is he?

Szell
Bananas, eggs, milk and trout.  Time was I’d relish any excuse to leave the house and stroll up to the high street.  But lately I find myself dreading the prospect and putting it off for another day or until I’ve got someone to walk with.  Why this sense of dread?  Well partly it’s the time of year, the shortening days, the clocks going back, the low autumnal sun that shines like an angle poise lamp in the eyes.  But on the whole I’ve learnt to live with these perennial problems.  No there’s a welter of new hazards that make my 800 metre journey to the high street and back feel increasingly like a real life game of donkey kong.

Generally I’ll wait for the school run traffic to clear before setting out.  It’s not so much the parade of fat four wheeled drives blocking roads and walkways as the stream of wobbly toddlers on scooters, hurtling down the pavements, distantly pursued by grownups who’ll blame anyone but themselves for the inevitable accidents.  It’s just too nerve-wracking to contemplate.  Then, though the daylight is ticking away, I’ll wait an extra hour for the dog walkers to disperse, better to found something foul underfoot than being snapped at by Fido for carrying a stick I refuse to throw.

Finally, the coast is clear – ish.  I tap my way up the street, alert for lampposts, which at least have the courtesy not to reposition themselves overnight.  And for recycling bins, which like Daleks are evilly mobile and designed to cause maximum impediment to human progress.  Talk about street litter!

At some point I need to cross the road and here the game changes and the stakes are raised.  Electric cars or silent death, as I prefer to think of them, are increasingly common, especially on city streets.  I know my green heart should rejoice but in a noisy urban environment they are also inaudible, a fact their drivers all too frequently forget.  If I’ve counted my steps correctly and survived the crossing I should avoid the worst of the high street clutter, if not there’s a minefield of pavement cafes to navigate.  Like the now ubiquitous sandwich board outside every shop, these are a sign of how our pavements are being co-opted into retail space.  

But there’s no time to worry about that now, I’m on red alert for cyber men, zombiefied souls so indivisibly connected to their smartphone they march along oblivious to anything that doesn’t appear on its screen or isn’t played through its headphones. That anyone should deliberately blind and deafen themselves to their surroundings amazes me.  That, as with car drivers, this insulation can make them aggressively defensive of their right of way, scares me.

Fortunately today’s donkey kong adventure has left me relatively unscathed.  At home I open the milk for a well-earned cup of tea and my heart sinks – I forgot to get bananas.

White
Red Szell, speaking I suspect for many of us.

Just one more thing before we go – next week Neil Heslop of the RNIB will be here to talk about developments in the Talking Book Library service, if you have questions you’d like answered about it do let us know so that we can put some of them to him.  The actionline number is 0800 044 044 and you can email intouch@bbc.co.uk.  And there’s more information as well about those heating bits of equipment on our website. 

That’s it for today, from me Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.




